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An Optkally pumped. cerium beam, primary frquency 
standard has k e n  constructed at NIST. The 81016~ b u m  tube 
is esrcntulty complete but (he hsur and eledronia remain 
a r a a  of Ktk rcsurch. We have UKd the system to 
Junorutrrle 8 solution to the problem of cohvence trapping of 
~opulation that could otherwise limit dock performam We 
a h  report spectra taken on the +em a d  draw condusbna 
about the b u m  tube construetion and operation. 

llulmuw 
An optically pumpd. cesium h a m ,  primary frequency 

standard h u  heen constructed at NIST and is underwing 
preliminary tatin& The design god k to have a nearly self 
evaluating continuously operating dock with I shor~ term 
stability charaacrized hy u,( i )  p 4 x IO” /JT and an overall 
armracy d a t m t  one part in IO“. me analysis or systematic 
errors and the resulting logic that led to the kip of the atumic 
heam tuhe have been puldished previourly(l]. The geonidric 
features d the d a i p  are shown in Fig. 1 where only half of the 
tube b shown k i u s e  of symmetry. The microwave cavity is 
ahwt 153 an long and K terminated with ends designed to 
minimize ditlrihutedcavity. phru shift[2]. There arc separate 
regions of optical state preparation and Jetation at u c h  end of 
the system to allow for simultaneous counter-propngnling atomic 
lmrn%[.3]. The C-field h axial and is genwnted by a wlenoid 
which arten~I~ over the entire length of the standard The 
atomic beam cross section is defined hy the windom in the 
microwave cavity to be 3 mm in diameter. 

Ncwly developed electronics have been built and are 
heing tested. A new modulator xhenie is described in thcx 
proceedinkr[4j. 

Two laser systems were assembled for these experiments. 
Thy were external cavity, grating feedback systems made after 
the style of reference 5 but using commerciolly available diodes. 
They were individually referenced lo saturated absorplion 
features generated in room temperature cells using a Doppler 
compensated probe scheme[6]. For the experiments reprtcd 
here, only one laser was used to prepare the stonis by pumping 
on the F=4 - F=4 transition. lhc light beam for optical 
detection was synthesized from the pump laser with an amusto- 
optic modulator to drive the F=4 - F = S  transition. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the atomic bum tube kr 
NIST-7 

’Ihe linewidth a d  frequency stability of the hsar were 
demonstrated with the Cotlowing erperiinenu Both tutn were 
aligned in the atatc preparation region as lor two-lua o p i d  
pumpinaf]. One Iawr was locked tu the F=4 - P=4 tranritim 
and the other scanned across the F=3 - I>-4 Iransition. Tbe 
dark resonannr(81 were easily daerval with about Z’XP 
contrast. Correspondingly, with one bur Mal to the F-4 * 
F = 4  transition and (he other locked to the F=3 - F-4. the 
lasers were hetcrcdyned together on a fnsl pho ld iak  and the 
beat note recorded on a spectrum analyzer. Thc average of 5ao 
sweeps is shown in Fig. 2. The frequency modulation nccusaq 
for the lock to the atoms was suppress in the k t  note by 
synchronizing the modulation on the two l a w .  The 3 dB wiJlb 
of the k a t  is  about 500 k l k  

Fig. 2. Deal  note between two I a x n  individually W e d  IO 
saturated absorbtion features in cesium 4. One hxr is locked 
to the F-4 - F-4 transition, while the othu n locked to the 
F-3 4 F - 4  transition. 
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When optical stale preparation is altemptd a1 low 
magnetic fid4 coherent trapping of the population (nonlinur 
Hank ellac) may occur[9], leading lo incomplete pumping. 
When lincnrly Q polarized light is used l o  excite a transition for 
which F'SF. there is a linear combination of h m a n  rublevels 
which is not coupled to the optical field. Such I state cannot be 
pumped and the population remains trapped. In a magnetic 
field, Larmor precession causes the trapped state to evolve into 
a different linear combination of Zeeman rublevels which is 
coupled to the optical field and hence can be pumped. By using 
a sufficiently high magnetic field in the pumping region, trapping 
can be avoided[lO]. I t  is, however. still possible to achieve 
complete optical pumping in a low magnetic field in the 
following way: 

I f  a linear polarization intermediate between Q and 1 is 
used, there will again be some linear combination state that is 
not coupled to the field. However. the exact combination 
depends on the direction of the pdr rb t ion .  Hence, by 
changing the polarization direction back and forth. atoms that 
are at first trapped in one polarization will be pumped by the 
second polarization while atoms trapped by the second 
polarbtion will be pumped by the first. For complete pumping 
the polarization must be changed several times during the transit 
time of the atoms across the pumping region. One can change 
the polarization either in time, as with an clectro-optk 
modulator, or in space. as in polarization gradient cooling[ll]. 
This latter scheme involves retro-reflecting the optical pumping 
beam back through the pumping region with a quarter-wave 
plate in front of the mirror. 

Figure 3 shows a typical scan of the fluorcuence yield 
from the optical pumping region as a function of magnetic field. 
Curve a shows the effect of coherence trapping where some of 
the population is not optically pumped at low magnetic field. 
Curve b shows the much grater degree of optical pumping 
achieved when the polarization gradient scheme is used. 
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Fig. 3. Fluorescence from the optical pumping region as a 
function of magnetic field. The transition is the F=3  - F=3. 
Trace a is with linear a polarization while trace b is made with 
counter-propagating, orthogonally polarized beams. 

To begin chrrraerhing the performam of the atomic 
beam lube, we have recorded I numher of spectra of the cesium 
hyperfine transition. Some of thew are reproduced here u 
figures 4-6. The cpeara were taken under the following 
conditions: The impernlure of the oven was 90C The 
detection lasir beam was about 4 mm in diameter. with a p a  
of 35 p W  and tuned to the F-4 4 F'=5 transition. This 
resulted in an avurge of about 20 scrttered photons per i tom 
in the F-4 state and esxntiaUy unit detection probability. The 
pump laser was tuned to the F = 4  - P i 4  levd and had abut  
3uO p W  in a 4 mm diameter beam. Its polarization was 
established by the use of the polariution gradient pumping 
scheme outlined above 

Figure 4 Bows the hyperfine spearum excited by a 
microwave power a few decibels below optimum. I t  consists of 
the 7 expected m=O Zeeman components, each of which has 
a Ramxy interference pattern superimposed on a Rabi pedestal. 
The symmetry resulting from the +ical state preparation is 
apparent. The symmetry of the Ramsey peaks on the high-field 
Rabi peaks demonstrates the C-field uniformity expected from 
the long solenoid. The axial-field geometry chosen for this 
standard gives rise to a microwave field distribution that varies 
as a half sine wave in the direction of the atomic bum. The 
resulting Rabi line shape with narrow. smooth tails can be Seen 
at each end of the specrrum. The spectral symmetty and line 
shapes should result in no Rahi[ 121 or Ramsey[l3] pulling at the 
design accuracy. 

Fig. 4. The entire hyperfine spectrum showing all 7 Amlo 
Zeeman components. The microwave power is 3 few decibels 
below optimum. 

With the microwave radiation tuned well off resonance 
or turned off, Mocking the atomic beam gives a measure of the 
degree of optical purnping. Using the central peak as a 
calilwator. we can show that the amount of population left in the 
F = 4  state after optical state preparation is less than 0.1% of the 
total population. Correspondingly. blocking the detector laser 
demonstrates that the scattered light background is on the order 
of 5% of the signal level in the niain peak. 

Figure 5 shows an expansion of the central Ramsey peak. 
The linewidth is 65 Hz (0 = 1.4 x IO"). in agreement with 
thcoretic;?l predidions hised on the geometry of the standard. 
the oven temperature, and the chosen preparation and detection 
schemes. The signal-to-noise ratio at  line center is 5OOO in a 1 
Hz bandwidth centered at 49 Hz. T h i s  is a factor of 3 smaller 
than the theoretical limit for these conditions and is a result of 
the beam signal at the detector being below its design value. 
The reason for this loss of signal is nof known at this time. 



Fig. 5. Central Ramsey feature. 'dock transition.' The 
linewidth is 65 Hz and the S/N is 5ooo in a 1 Hz bandwidth at 
49 Hz. 

Figure 6 shows the mF=-3 -+ mF--3 transition at a higher 
C-field value and a microwave powcr ahout 4 dB above 
optimum. It shows in greater detail the quality of the C-field hy 
the perled symmetry of the Ram- peak on the Rabi peak. I t  
also shows the presence of &m= +- 1 transitions. If we scale the 
size of these peaks for the change in p e r  to optimum power 
and for the change in transition probahility for those peaks next 
to the 'clock' transition. the ratio of the main peak to the 
Am= 2 1 peaks adjacent to the main peak becomes 400:l. In  this 
standard. these transitions should be excited only by curvature 
in the microwave field at the edges of the atomic beam. 
Calculating the effect of this field curvature over the atomic 
heam window results in a mean square value for the RF field 
perpendicular to the C-field which is l/lOath of the mean 
square field parallel to the C-field. The field curvature is thus 
adequate to explain the observed level of "L 2 1 transitions. 
A quantitative theory for the Am= +- 1 lineshap. which are 
excited by a 'half cosine wave. is required to get quantitative 
agreement. 

problem. ~ h o w a v c  rpectn haw been Used I O  evaluate some 
aspects of thc standard. The 'dodt' signal h e  Q ir the 
expected value of 1.4 x 10'. 7he rignal.tenoLe ratio on the 
' c l d  trrnrition ir, u.untiaUy atomic shot-noise limited at r k t  
5000 (in a I f iz  bandwidth at 49 Ht) in the pruenl apcrhen(t. 
The yec t ra l  symmetry indiater that magnetic f idd homogeneity 
nnd spectral pulling will not be important at  the design accuracy. 
Finally, the tattered light &a not degrade the signal-tomkse 
ratio. 

* One of the authors, RED, would like to 
express his gratitude to SungHoon Yang for enjoyable and 
valuable interactions during these experiments. 
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Fig. 6. The m,.=-3 -, m,=-3 transition at 4 d5 above optimum 
powcr showing the Am= 2 1 transitions. 

Conclusions 

Preliminary experiments have been performed with the 
NIST optically pumped, primary frequency standard. A 
polarization gradient scheme of optical pumping has been 
demonstrated to result in complete optical pumping even at low 
magnetic fields where coherence trapping could have been a 
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